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Steca Elektronik GmbH
Booth number: H7-C003

As an innovative electronics company with sustainable growth, we combine many years of experience and innovative strength as a manufacturer of Steca brand product lines in solar electronics and as an electrical service provider.

Mammostraße 1
87700 Memmingen
Germany

http://www.steca.com
marketing@steca.de
+49 (0)8331-8558573

Studer Innotec
Booth number: H7-C001

Studer Innotec SA is a Swiss manufacturer of sine wave inverters, inverter/chargers and MPPT solar charge controllers for off-grid-electrification. The company offers a 30-year-expertise in battery-based systems.

Rue des Casernes 57
1950 Sion
Switzerland

http://www.studer-innotec.com
serge.remy@studer-innotec.com
+41 (0)27-2056080
Victron Energy BV

Booth number: H7-C009

Victron Energy was founded in 1975 by Reinout Vader and is a family-run company. Victron develops and sells inverters, chargers and related products for energy conversion. These products are sold and addressed to off-grid / solar, mobility, industrial and automotive markets worldwide.

De Paal 35
1351 JG-Almere-Haven
Netherlands

http://www.victronenergy.de
bhopman@victronenergy.com
+49 (0)151-53034349

Event partners

AEG Power Solutions

Booth number: H7-H015

AEG Power Solutions utility scale converters can be used in on-grid and off-grid installation, including seamless transition between grid connected and isolated mode and black-start. We are interested to cooperate with EPCs and integrators.

Emil-Siepmann-Str. 32
59581 Warstein-Belecke
Germany

http://www.aegps.com
thyrobox@aegps.com
+49 (0)2902-7630
EMD Deutschland

Booth number: H7-C005

EMD - expert for software for the renewable energy sector. energyPRO offers a time-series-based techno-economic simulation for the individual application optimization of different generation plants and storage facilities to cover electricity, heating and cooling requirements.

Breitscheidstraße 6
34119 Kassel
Germany

https://www.emd.dk/energypro-germany/
kl@emd.dk
+49 (0)561-31059061

---------------------------------------------

German Offgrid Power

Booth number: H7-K017

GOP German Offgrid Power offers efficient solutions wherever the connection to a power grid is associated with high costs or diesel power generators are expensive transitional solutions. German Offgrid Power - German quality power solutions.

Tübinger Str. 95
70178 Stuttgart
Germany

https://germanoffgrid.com
info@germanoffgrid.com
+49 (0)711-6645932

---------------------------------------------

Global Ice Tec AG

Booth number: H7-E005

GLOBAL ICE TEC AG is specialized in the development of refrigerators for the off-grid sector and for unstable power supply. The patented ice storage technology allows autonomous operation without power supply for up to 48 hours.

Matthesstraße 48
09113 Chemnitz
Germany

http://www.global-ice-tec.com
j.aldinger@global-ice-tec.com
+49 (0)371-27337075

---------------------------------------------
Mission Critical Energy Inc.

Mission Critical Energy is a specialized provider and integrator of off-grid electrical generating equipment including Superwind Wind Turbines and FlexSCADA Monitoring & Control systems designed for off-grid use in harsh and remote environments.

North French Rd 1801
14068 Getzville, NY
USA

https://MissionCriticalEnergy.com
Dettmer@MissionCriticalEnergy.com
+1 (0)716-2768465

MobilHybrid by PV4Life GmbH

The "MobilHybrid" is a type of mobile battery for a power supply that is independent of the mains and free of fine dust. In combination with the mobile PV system, construction sites, outdoor events, mountain huts and film productions can be operated in an environmentally friendly way.

Am mittleren Moos 48
86167 Augsburg
Germany

http://www.mobilhybrid.de
timo.schnitzer@mobilhybrid.de
+49 (0)176-47354235

Opes Solutions

Opes Solutions is the leading supplier of solar modules for off-grid power supply. The company develops and manufactures certified modules with outputs from 0.9 to 270 watts.

Chausseestr. 22
10115 Berlin
Germany

http://www.opes-solutions.com
info@opes-solutions.com
+49 (0)30-28423780
Phocos AG

Booth number: H7-C011

Phocos AG is one of the world's leading manufacturers of solar charge controllers and components for autonomous power supply. Energy-saving devices such as lamps, refrigerators, freezers and accessories complete the product range.

Magirus-Deutz-Straße 12
89077 Ulm
Germany

http://www.phocos.com
info@phocos.com
+49 (0)731-938068898

Zimpertec GmbH & Co.KG

Booth number: H7-I001


Unterheutal 10
72525 Münsingen
Germany

https://www.zimpertec.com
anton.zimmermann@zimpertec.com
+49 (0)7381-500705
Exhibitors

a&m technologies

Booth number: H7-I015

16A cite chaba
draabenkhedda
15004 Algeria

amine037@yahoo.fr
+213 (0)554-187078

Akam Tejarat Shervin

Booth number: H7-K007

Our IT based platform for the production operates on sophisticated automation systems, using Blockchain technology for electronic information transmission between supplier, manufacturer, maintainers and customers.

NO.503, fifth floor, Piruzi Tower, South Saadi St, Imam Khomeini Sq Tehran
0098 Tehran
Iran

http://akamtrading.ir
ceo@akamtrading.ir
+98 (0)21660-69878

Alliance for Rural Electrification

Booth number: H7-K015

The Alliance for Rural Electrification (ARE) is an international business association that promotes a sustainable decentralised renewable energy industry for the 21st century, activating markets for affordable energy services, and creating local jobs.

Rue d’Arlon 69-71
1040 Brussels
Belgium

https://www.ruralelec.org
l.ng@ruralelec.org
+32 (0)2709-5542
Asantys Systems
Booth number: H7-F001

Asantys is a solar system integrator specialized in hybrid and solar solutions for your rural electrification projects Planning, worldwide EPC, maintenance - we would be happy to assist you with 15 years off-grid market know how and experience.

Am Schneitbach 12
77716 Fischerbach-Hofstetten
Germany

http://www.asantys.com
nicolas.rohrer@asantys.com
+49 (0)7832-9992210

Bach Energiesysteme UG (haftungsbeschränkt)
Booth number: H7-G015

Brand 74
91729 Haundorf
Germany

https://sprecowindgenerator.com
info@sprecowindgenerator.com
+49 (0)9837-9769838

bettervest GmbH
Co-exhibitor at: Fosera Solarsystems GmbH & Co. KGaA
Booth number: H7-F011

Bettervest is a crowd investing platform for international energy efficiency and sustainability projects and provides „equity” through subordinated loans. You finance 100% of all costs through our funding and we offer a 100% financing ratio!

Falkstr. 5
60487 Frankfurt
Germany

https://www.bettervest.de
mail@bettervest.de
+49 (0)69-34871680
Bolloré Logistics

Booth number: H7-K014

International Logistics company with focus on Africa. 23,500 employees in Africa with own branches in 45 countries in Africa. Worldwide in 106 countries and 607 locations.

Cargo City Süd Geb. 571
60549 Frankfurt
Germany

http://www.bolloré-logistics.com
wolfgang.busch@bolloré.com
+49 (0)69-697155127

BOS Balance of Storage Systems AG

Booth number: H7-C009

BOS AG is a manufacturer of intelligent and modular hybrid storage systems with a focus on lithium storage technologies for photovoltaic systems and intelligent load control. BOS products have remote monitoring and PAYG access.

Böttingerstr. 2/2
89231 Neu-Ulm
Germany

https://www.bos-ag.com
contact@bos-ag.com
+49 (0)731-72544107

Bundesverband Kleinwindanlagen e.V.

Booth number: H7-F015

Charlottenstr. 65
10117 Berlin
Germany

http://www.bundesverband-kleinwindanlagen.de
info@bundesverband-kleinwindanlagen.de
+49 (0)30-208737509
DEG Deutsche Investitions- und Entwicklungsgesellschaft mbH

Booth number: H7-E003

DEG, a subsidiary of KfW, has been a reliable partner of private enterprises active in developing and emerging countries for 55 years. We provide long-term financing and promotional programmes for your investments.

Kämmergasse 22
50676 Köln
Germany

http://www.deginvest.de
yvonne.veth@deginvest.de
+49 (0)221-49861648

F8 Solartechnik

Booth number: H7-A002

F8 Solartechnik develops, produces and sells self-sufficient outdoor/street lighting.

Allgäustraße 5
6912 Hörbranz
Austria

http://www.f8solartechnik.at
office@f8solartechnik.at
+43 (0)5573-83611

Ferntech GmbH

Booth number: H7-A012

Ferntech GmbH enables Low-maintenance, robust and scalable off-grid power systems by applying Monitoring and Control technologies.

Untere Gasse 6
74564 Crailsheim
Germany

https://ferntech.io
info@ferntech.io
+49 (0)163-3348570
Fosera Solarsystems GmbH & Co. KGaA

Booth number: H7-F011

Fosera is a manufacturer of Solar Home Systems, designed for Off-Grid electrification with highest quality standards. With the systems, easy and affordable access to modern electric energy for lighting, communications and consumer electronic is granted.

Beim Mühlbach 3
89171 Illerkirchberg
Germany

https://www.fosera.com
sandra.erlewein@fosera.com
+49 (0)7346-9246973

GUGLER Water Turbines

Booth number: H7-K009

GUGLER Water Turbines GmbH is a family business in the 3rd generation. The company is engaged in the development and manufacturing of hydro turbines and small hydropower plants in the output range from 5 kW to 25 MW.

Gewerbeweg 3
4102 Goldwörth
Austria

http://www.gugler.com
g.gugler@gugler.com
+43 (0)7234-8390211

Hochschule Heilbronn

Booth number: H7-K001

Heilbronn University of Applied Sciences is one of the the major institutions of Higher Education in Baden-Württemberg with 8,300 Students in Engineering, IT and Economics. It is the regional leader in technology-driven applied research.

Max-Planck-Str. 39
74081 Heilbronn
Germany

https://www.hs-heilbronn.de
gerhard.gruhler@hs-heilbronn.de
+49 (0)7131-504290
The id-eee is an institute of the Ulm University of Technology. The aim of the institute is to support decentralised electrification. id-eee provides technical advice, analyses and supports entrepreneurs in Europe as well as in African and Asian countries.

Beutelreusch 44
89171 Illerkirchberg
Germany

http://www.id-eee.net
peter.adelmann@id-eee.net
+49 (0)176-97331215

Ingenieure ohne Grenzen
Co-exhibitor at: id-eee

Engineers Without Borders is a non-profit private aid organization. The aim of Engineers Without Borders is to improve the living conditions of needy and disadvantaged people in the long term. The focus here is on sustainable, partnership-based support within the framework of a basic need-oriented development cooperation. In humanitarian crises, Engineers Without Borders provides short-term assistance to the suffering population if experience and existing partnerships can be drawn upon. In the spirit of global learning, Engineers Without Borders is also active at home. The focus here is on providing information and raising awareness of the challenges of development cooperation and on taking a holistic view of global interrelationships.

Greifswalder Str. 4
10405 Berlin
Germany

http://www.ingenieure-ohne-grenzen.org
leonhard.probst@ingenieure-ohne-grenzen.org
+49 (0)176-97331215
INTERTEC

Booth number: H7-D017

Since 1965, over one million INTERTEC enclosures, cabinets and houses have protected electronics and battery systems under harsh operating conditions. A speciality is passive cooling: energy-saving and extremely reliable.

Raffineriestr. 8
93333 Neustadt/Donau
Germany

http://www.intertec.info
silvia.ludwig@intertec-hess.com
+49 (0)9445-95320

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Institute of Agricultural Engineering of the University of Hohenheim

Booth number: H7-A006

The University of Hohenheim is located in Stuttgart, Germany with around 10 thousand students. The Tropics/Subtropics group within the Institute of Agricultural Engineering carries out research on solar drying, cooling, oil extraction and irrigation.

Garbenstr. 9
70599 Stuttgart-Hohenheim
Germany

http://agrarotechnik-440e.uni-hohenheim.de/en
victor.torrestoledo@uni-hohenheim.de

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Jonsol GmbH

Co-exhibitor at: German Offgrid Power

Booth number: H7-K017

Jonsol GmbH is a young German company specialized in the production of solar modules and storage systems. Systems can be used both on- and off-grid and can be built from the smallest residential to the largest commercial application.

Bergweg 82
71134 Aidlingen
Germany

https://www.jonsol.com
info@jonsol.com
+49 (0)7056-7759716
LAGAZEL

Booth number: H7-C017

LAGAZEL is the first company to industrialize the production of quality solar lamps and solar-home-systems in Africa, in order to bring affordable and high-quality solutions to 650 million African people who do not have access to grid.

Route de rivas - BP16
42330 Saint-Galmier
France

http://www.lagazel.com
contact@lagazel.com
+33 (0)427-643051

LAPP

Booth number: H7-D005

LAPP is one of the world’s leading providers of cables, leads, cable accessories and systems of the highest level of quality. LAPP has 44 sales companies, 18 production sites and approx. 100 national partners worldwide. We employ 4,245 people.

Schulze-Delitsch-Strasse 25
70565 Stuttgart
Germany

http://www.lappkabel.de
dieter.remensperger@lappkabel.de
+49 (0)711-78380

LIONTRON®

Booth number: H7-A007

Manufacturer and distributor of LIONTRON Li batteries.

Herrenpfad 38
41334 Nettetal
Germany

http://www.bosswerk.de
bilal.aktay@bosswerk.de
+49 (0)2153-1278270
Morningstar Corporation
Booth number: H7-A011

Since 1993, Morningstar has been a world leading supplier of solar charge controllers, inverters and accessories, with over 4 million units installed in over 100 countries.

8 Pheasant Run
PA 18940 Newtown
USA

http://www.morningstarcorp.com
mmchenry@morningstarcorp.com
+1 (0)215-7168029

Nexol Photovolthermic AG
Co-exhibitor at: Fosera Solarsystems GmbH & Co. KGaA
Booth number: H7-F011

Nexol has developed new innovative solar water heaters for Off-Grid electrification, without maintenance, enabling to heat water everywhere in the world without CO2 emission. People are no longer exposed to dangers due to diesel or gas.

Grimmastr. 10
88250 Weingarten
Germany

https://www.nexol-ag.net/
go@nexol-ag.com
+49 (0)1520-2602049

Off-Grid Europe GmbH
Booth number: H7-C006

Off-Grid Europe - experts for off-grid energy systems. We offers fully customised, air conditioned power containers as well as the Off-Grid Controller to monitoring and control existing or newly installed off-grid systems worldwide.

Vorhof 1
88633 Heiligenberg
Germany

http://www.off-grid-europe.com
christiane@off-grid-europe.com
+49 (0)7554-9896935
OffgridSun srl

Booth number: H7-C015

Italian solar company specialising in the development, design, manufacture and commercialization of solar photovoltaic technologies that provide durable and affordable access to energy in all areas with limited or no access to grid electricity.

Riva del Pasubio 14
39/35013 Cittadella PD
Italy

http://www.offgridsun.com
info@offgridsun.com
+39 049-5979802

ÖkoFEN Heiztechnik GmbH

Booth number: H7-G003

ÖkoFEN, Europe's specialist for pellet heating systems, offers state-of-the-art pellet boilers with condensing technology from 4-512 kW. With the electricity-generating pellet heating ÖkoFEN developed a worldwide unique concept for independence in single-family homes.

Schelmenlohe 2
86866 Mickhausen
Germany

http://www.oekofen.de
info@oekofen.de
+49 (0)8204-29800
Phaesun GmbH
Booth number: H7-A004

Since the company was founded in 2001, Phaesun has specialised in the sale, customer service and installation of off-grid photovoltaic and wind power systems. As one of the world’s leading system integrators of off-grid power supply systems, Phaesun offers products from all renowned manufacturers in this industry. International project management, targeted customer training and technical support complete the comprehensive range of services.

The main applications of Phaesun solutions are rural electrification, solar-powered water pump systems and off-grid power supply for industrial applications.

Phaesun GmbH has been headquartered in Memmingen/Germany since its foundation. The Phaesun Group now has a subsidiary in France and sales offices in Panama and the Ivory Coast. In addition, the company has access to a worldwide network of partners and distributors. Phaesun thus contributes to a sustainable energy supply in the target markets of Europe, Africa, Latin America and the Middle East.

Brühlweg 9
87700 Memmingen
Germany

http://www.phaesun.com
info@phaesun.com
+49 (0)8331-990420

---

Powerball-Systems AG
Booth number: H7-G017

Powerball-Systems AG develops and produces power storage systems for residential buildings and small and medium-sized enterprises. Features: Emergency power/ isolated solution; peakshaving; AC/DC coupling; optionally without excess power supply

Glutz-Blotzheim-Strasse 3
4500 Solothurn
Switzerland

http://www.powerball-systems.ch
info@powerball-systems.ch
+41 (0)78-9262727
Postgraduate Programme Renewable Energy

Booth number: H7-G001

Since 1987, the postgraduate programme Renewable Energy has been training international engineers and scientists in the field of renewable energy sources with a focus on Off-Grid and countries of the South (since 2018 also as online studies).

Carl-von-Ossietzky Str. 9-11
26129 Oldenburg
Germany

http://www.ppre.de
andreas.guenther@uol.de / hans.holtorf@uol.de
+49 (0)441-7983338

------------------------

PRIMUS WINDPOWER INC.

Booth number: H7-I017

Primus Windpower is the world's leading supplier of off-grid, small scale wind turbines providing the highest degree of reliability, value and innovation to our customers. Our small scale wind turbines are ideal to support existing solar solutions.

938 Quail Street
CO 80215 Lakewood
USA

http://www.primuswindpower.com
kulrich@primuswindpower.com
+1 (0)330-6638074

------------------------

REvivED water

Booth number: H7-A003

REvivED water is an innovation project financed by the European Union, within the framework of which a solar-powered brackish water desalination plant is being developed for the production of inexpensive drinking water.

Brühlweg 9
87700 Memmingen
Germany

http://www.phaesun.com
florian.martini@phaesun.com
+49 (0)8331-99042107

------------------------
Rolls Battery Engineering

Booth number: H7-E009

Chosen by Renewable Energy industry professionals and customers worldwide, Rolls premium deep cycle batteries provide dependable, long-lasting energy storage for use in small to large-scale off-grid and backup applications.

1 Station Rd.
NS B0M 1 Springhill
Canada

http://www.rollsbattery.com
jeff@surrette.com
+1 (0)1-8006819914

RoSEC open Innovation Network

Booth number: H7-K003

International capacity, team building and train-the-trainer projects in the „International Sustainability Academy“ are the main mission of the NGO RoSEC. We are support our partners in international research, education and empowerment programs.

An den Havelauen 44
14542 Werder (Havel)
Germany

https://www.rosec.info
info@rose-center.de
+49 (0)176-30117408

SFC Energy AG

Booth number: H7-A010

SFC Energy is a global leader in mobile and off-grid power solutions for the Clean Energy & Mobility, Defense & Security, Oil & Gas and Industrial markets.

Eugen-Sänger-Ring 7
85649 Brunnthal
Germany

http://www.sfc.com
agnes.kultzen@sfc.com
+49 (0)89-673592362
SILENTWIND
Booth number: H7-A014

Rulis Elèctrica Lda is the manufacturer of Silentwind premium range of products, which include wind generators, wind and solar hybrid kits, rotorblades and mounting systems. Other products include Wi-Fi Antenna Kits for sailboats.

Loteamento Industrial de Linhares, Lote 19
4805-486 Guimaraes
Portugal

http://www.silentwindgenerator.com
samuel.silva@silentwindgenerator.com
+351 (0)253-572763

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Siqens GmbH
Booth number: H7-C014

Siqens offers a new leading fuel cell technology based on methanol for off-grid power supply. Our Ecoport800 delivers electricity and heat in the lower kW range - anywhere, anytime. We are replacing the diesel generator.

Landsberger Straße 318 d
80687 München
Germany

http://www.siqens.de
marketing@siqens.de
+49 (0)89-4524463127

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SMA Sunbelt Energy GmbH
Booth number: H7-E001

SMA is a global leader for PV system technology and offers innovative key technologies for future power supply structures. SMA is the only inverter manufacturer to offer optimal inverter solutions for all module types and power classes.

Sonnenallee 1
34266 Niestetal
Germany

http://www.sma-sunbelt.com
tim.malzfeld@sma.de
+49 (0)561-95224073
SOLARA GmbH

Booth number: H7-D014

QUALITY SINCE 1996: Whether radio mast, navigation mark, hospital at the end of the world, motorhome or sailing yacht - electricity is needed everywhere. Innovative products, satisfied customers, durable solar off-grid solutions - that's SOLARA, QUALITY MADE IN GERMANY.

Große Bergstraße 219
22767 Hamburg
Germany

http://www.solara.de
info@solara.de
+49 (0)40-30066820

Solarenergieförderverein Bayern e.V.

Booth number: H7-K008

Solarenergieförderverein Bayern e.V. wants ...
• to contribute the introduction on the market of the renewable energies by specialized contributions and projects
• to promote selected innovative projects financially
• to support the topic renewable energies in the educational range

Friedrich-List-Str. 88
81377 München
Germany

http://www.sev-bayern.de
fabian.flade@sev-bayern.de
+49 (0)89-27813428

Solargis

Booth number: H7-D015

Milana Marecka 3
84107 Bratislava
Slovakia

https://solargis.com
peter.hanustiak@solargis.com
+421 (0)2-43191708
TEC7 Partner
Booth number: H7-E004

TEC7 is quality for professionals. A limited number of products with very wide applicability. Our assortment stands for: Quality, innovation, user-friendliness and a very good price-performance ratio.

Gennerstr. 48-50
50374 Erftstadt
Germany
http://www.tec7-shop.de
info@tec7-partner.de
+49 (0)2235-685350

Thermoelect GmbH
Booth number: H7-I005 / FG-001

Alter Holzhafen 19
23966 Wismar - Groß Krankow
Germany
http://www.he-energy.com/de
info@thermoelect.com
+49 (0)3841-7582881

Western CO.
Booth number: H7-G011

Western CO. is an Italian company that for over 30 years has produced systems for the self-production of energy from renewable sources. The main products are: PV lighting and remote control, solar charge controllers and storage systems.

Via Pasubio 1/3
63074 San Benedetto del Tronto (AP)
Italy
http://www.western.it
g.cimini@westernengineering.it
+39 (0)735-751248
Windfloh GmbH

Booth number: H7-F017

Windfloh is a manufacturer of horizontal small wind turbines (14kW). The principle with 2 generators rotating against each other in an encapsulated nacelle as a leeward-rotor plant enables a maintenance-free operation and highest economy.

Hermann-Scheer-Str. 1
26736 Krummhörn
Germany

http://www.windfloh.de
fs@windfloh.de
+49 (0)4923-8059771

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

WindKinetic Off-grid Power Systems
Co-exhibitor at: Alliance for Rural Electrification

Booth number: H7-K015

WindKinetic designs and produces innovative solutions for renewable energy distributed power generation for off-grid applications and microgrids. We operate worldwide as technology supplier, system integrator and engineering often on EPC basis.

via Aldo Moro 10/12
50019 Sesto Fiorentino
Italy

http://www.wind-kinetic.com
alice@wind-kinetic.com
+39 (0)347-0279367

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------